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OBJECTIVES
Understand how scripts
relate to programs and
games

Build a scripted sequence
with pauses and events

NEW KEYWORDS
SCRIPT

A script is a program (a
sequence of instructions) that
is interpreted or carried out by

another program. 
INTRODUCTION 5-7 min

Ex. pouring cereal into a bowl before pouring in milk.

In computer programming, a script is a program or sequence
of instructions that is interpreted or carried out by another
program. 

You write a script, then the computer carries it out. Like
actors in a play, the computer only acts based on the
script provided to it.

Explain how scripts work in games by comparing  them to lines in
a play. In other words, a script is an order to do tasks. 

Let’s review: What is a script?

DEVELOPMENT
Share the Dog and Duck Project with kids, and begin by showing
them the example scene:

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/632783303/

DOG AND DUCK PROJECT

20-30 min

KEYWORD REVIEW
Review concepts covered in prior weeks.

ANIMATION
Animation is the process used for digitally generating
moving images.

SEQUENCE
A Sequence is the order in which commands are
performed. Sequences are the foundation of algorithms.

PROGRAM
A computer program is a sequence of instructions for a
computer to perform.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/


20-30 min

CONCLUSION

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to learn.

Review key concepts you learned today. Have a handful of kids
share:

5-7 min

https://scratch.mit.edu/ideas

Scratch Ideas Page:

CODE FOR DOG
AND DUCK
PROJECT:

DEVELOPMENT
Discuss the elements of the game. 
Encourage kids to design their own story: choose their own
backdrop, sprites, and concept for the scene.
Break down some of the core concepts of scripting found in
the scene so they can loosely follow in their own projects.
Debug as needed.

If kids need additional support working on the project, you can
walk together with kids thought the Tell a Story tutorial video on the
Scratch Ideas page, which will break down how to create a
scripted scene step by step.

PROJECT
EXTENSION

Have more than one
character with scripting in
one scene

Additional Challenge:
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Once the projects are built, have students share their designs.

See Next Page

https://scratch.mit.edu/ideas
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CODE FOR DOG AND DUCK PROJECT:


